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About Buzzword
Our Organization

Services

Pioneering: Founded in 1999, BuzzWord has grown from a solo
consultancy to a collaborative network of 14 experienced professionals
serving some of the world’s most important companies
Purpose: We are passionate about, committed to and deeply
knowledgeable about sustainability. We do this work because we believe
that transparency, communication and engagement are powerful tools
for advancing sustainability and, when done well, for creating business
value
Form: Woman-owned small business

For 20 years BuzzWord has provided deep expertise in sustainability and
corporate responsibility strategy, disclosure and communications, to
help organizations achieve the transparency and authenticity needed to
succeed in a changing world. We specialize in creating award-winning
corporate responsibility and sustainability communications. More info at
www.gobuzzword.com

Team
•
•
•

Knowledgeable and thoughtful, our team
members are experts in topics from GRI to
ratings and rankings
Team members have 5-25 years of
experience in sustainability and reporting
Average tenure with BuzzWord is 7+ years

Experience
Top sustainability reporting consultancy in the U.S.; 7th
globally, according to Corporate Register
BuzzWord has authored:

70+
GRI reports

112 reports
listed on Corporate
Register

5
integrated
reports

Twitter: @GoBuzzWord
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ESG ratings, rankings, frameworks, and guidelines are overwhelming!
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Session agenda
Part 1

Why bother with ESG raters & rankers at all? (5 mins)

Part 2

Prioritizing raters & rankers (10 mins)

Part 3

Understanding Sustainalytics (10 mins)

Part 4

Case study: Mastercard (10 mins)

Part 5

Crowdsourcing: tips for prioritization & responding (15 mins)

Part 6

Q&A (15 mins)
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Untangling terms—what’s in scope in this session?
Rating

Ranking

Award

Evaluations of a company based on an
assessment of their performance on ESG
issues and criteria that end up with a score

Lists that rank order companies based on
their performance on specific ESG issues
and criteria that end up with a ranked list

A subset of ratings/rankers that are often
awarded by a panel of experts and tend to be
geared to broader range of stakeholders and
provide broader reputational benefits
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What’s out of scope?
Frameworks for reporting

Certification standards

Guidelines or broad
agendas

Broader merits/usefulness of ESG raters/rankers or ways they can improve
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Part 1

Why bother?
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Why bother?
Be prepared!
Developing strong responses can help companies prepare for increasing number and importance of
investor queries/engagement (e.g. lender/investor screening, ESG fund inclusion, activist investor
targeting)

Drive internal performance
Working to improve scores can support performance improvements and cross functional communication

Enchance reputation
By providing proof points on sustainability performance

Provide insights
On emerging issues and opportunities
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Part 2

Prioritizing raters & rankers
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The framework

Impact

Effort

vs

• Alignment with your key users/audiences

• Information sources used

• Level of feedback/information provided

• Public methodology

• Ability to engage with rater/ranker

• Alignment with organization’s sustainability

• Public scores
• Driver of internal engagement/performance

PART 2 — HOW TO PRIORITIZE RATERS & RANKERS
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reporting/communications
• GRI reporting
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LOW

EFFORT
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Prioritizing based on impact vs. effort
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IMPACT

Align with your key audiences

USER TYPES

RATERS/RANKERS USED
Sustainalytics

MSCI

ISS

RepRisk

RobecoSAM
/DJSI

FTSE
Russell

★

★

★

★

★

★

Institutional
(e.g. pension funds)

★

★

★

★

ESG funds

★

★

★

★

★

★

Lenders

★

★

★

★

★

Proxy advisors
(e.g. Glass Lewis)

★

Aggregators

★

★

★

Investors

Bloomberg

★

Yahoo Finance

★

Morningstar

★

Insurance companies
(Swiss Re, Allianz)

★

Viego Eris

Trucost

CDP

Awards

EcoVadis

★

★

★

★

★
★

★

Customers/Procurement

★

★

Recruits/employees

★

★

Consumers/end users
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TIP

Engage with your key stakeholders (investors,
lenders, customers, peers, etc.) to see which
ESG ratings and rankings they use.
• Which are most important to them?
• How do they use them?
• Does your actual score matter, or just if you’re a leader or a laggard?
• Ask industry peers for perspectives on challenges, benefits, pros and cons
of ratings/rankings
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TIP

Some raters/rankers pull information from
each other. So you can leverage scores on one
for others. For example:
• DJSI = RobecoSAM
• Bloomberg largely = Sustainalytics, MCSI, CDP

• Ethibel = Vigeo Eris
• Newsweek Green and Fortune’s Most Sustainable = Corporate Knights
• FTSE4Good = RepRisk
• CSRHub = everyone!
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IMPACT Ability

to engage with raters & rankers

Do raters & rankers engage with
companies before producing final scores?
• Some do. You’re more likely to be able to clarify/provide additional
information and potentially improve your score.
• Helps ensure you get a fair score based on all the relevant information

Raters & rankers that
engage with companies as
part of their process:
• Sustainalytics
• MSCI
• ISS
• Corporate Knights
• Disclosing the Facts
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TIP

Engage with raters/rankers to understand
their criteria and information sources and
help improve your score.
Specific items to ask for:
• Detailed information about their methodology and scoring criteria
• Back-up for the sources used to score your performance
• Feedback provided about how to improve score or why points weren’t awarded
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IMPACT

Feedback

What information do they provide back
to your organization?

Raters & rankers that
provide detailed reports on
scores and performance
• Sustainalytics
• MSCI
• RobecoSAM

• Detailed feedback on your score
• Ideas for improvement

• RepRisk
• Vigeo Eris

• Competitor benchmarking for greater internal value and impact
Raters/rankers that
provide detailed reports
on peers:
• Sustainalytics
• MSCI
PART 2 — HOW TO PRIORITIZE RATERS & RANKERS
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IMPACT

Transparency

Are scores public?
• Public scores can have more impact
• Can drive internal engagement and performance

• May be used by more stakeholders and have wider reputational benefits
beyond investors
• However, risk of negative attention potentially increases with lower scores

PART 2 — HOW TO PRIORITIZE RATERS & RANKERS

Raters & rankers with
public scores
• Sustainalytics

• CDP
• Most awards (e.g.
Corporate Knites, DJSI,
Ethisphere, CPA Zicklin)

• Ratings that form the
basis for equity indices
(.e.g. DJSI, MSCI)
identify sustainability
leaders through
inclusion
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IMPACT

Internal engagement & performance

Are ratings/rankings likely to drive performance in
your organization?
• Do the requirements of rating/ranking align with your sustainability strategy and goals?
• Will your organization be motivated by any external ratings/rankings?
• Will your organization accept scoring lower at first, recognizing this as a process for improvement?
• Will responding drive cross functional collaboration (e.g. investor relations working with sustainability
group to develop responses and/or check scores)?
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TIP

Engaging with internal stakeholders that could
contribute to or impact scores (e.g. risk
management, supply chain, human resources)
can help you.
• Better prioritize raters/rankers
• Respond more effectively
• Improve cross-functional communication/collaboration
• Drive internal performance improvement
• Increase overall positive impact of participating

PART 2 — HOW TO PRIORITIZE RATERS & RANKERS
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EFFORT

Submission vs. public scores

Raters/rankers that score you based on
publicly available information generally take
less effort than those that require using their
own questionnaires

Raters & rankers that use
public information
• Sustainalytics

• MSCI
• Corporate Knights
• FTSE Russell
• Vigeo Eris
• RepRisk
• TruCost

But be prepared to review scores and engage with raters/rankers that use
public sources to confirm they’ve scored you accurately
Raters & rankers that
require specific submission
• CDP

• RobescoSAM/DJSI
PART 2 — HOW TO PRIORITIZE RATERS & RANKERS
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TIP

Make it easier for artificial intelligence (AI) data
miners to find relevant information in your
sustainability report and other communications
• Include any critical information in simple charts or tables
• Consider providing an appendix of all critical data in table format
• Use keywords from ESG rater/ranker in your report
• Ask raters/rankers what format they prefer information to be in
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EFFORT

Public methodology

Raters/rankers who provide detailed public
information on their methodology make it
easier to assess how well you may do and
develop response efficiently

Raters & rankers with
detailed public
methodologies
• Corporate Knights
• RobecoSAM/DJSI

• MSCI
• Sustainalytics
• CDP

Raters & rankers with
limited public disclosure
of methologies
• Reprisk
• Ethisphere Most Ethical
Company
• FTSE Russell
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EFFORT

Alignment

If your current sustainability programs, data collection and reporting
communications align with rater/ranker scoring criteria, you can
score well with less additional effort
• Some raters/rankers actively align their scoring criteria with other reporting frameworks. For
example: ISS E/S Quality score indicators are based on GRI, SASB, TCFD
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EFFORT

GRI reporting

GRI reporting can help you have relevant information
already prepared
• GRI has actively sought to align with other raters/rankers including CDP
• GRI topics align with many materiality-based raters/rankers
• GRI reports must include governance/mangement, and performance metrics so provide
content relevant for most raters/rankers
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TIP

Include the rating/ranking disclosure and
scoring criteria in the planning, content, and
data gathering process for developing your
sustainability report
• Include rating/ranking criteria in materiality analysis
• Develop a tracking tool for all content and data required for your chosen
reporting frameworks and your prioritized ratings/rankings
• Do a gap analysis to see how close or far you are from providing required
information and identify gaps you can fill through reporting
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The framework

Impact

Effort

vs

• Alignment with your key users/audiences

• Information sources used

• Level of feedback/information provided

• Public methodology

• Ability to engage with rater/ranker

• Alignment with organization’s sustainability

• Public scores
• Driver of internal engagement/performance
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Prioritizing based on impact vs. effort
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Part 3

Understanding Sustainalytics
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PART 3 — UNDERSTANDING SUSTAINALYTICS
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Part 4

Case study: Mastercard
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PART 4 — CSE STUDY: MASTERCARD
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Part 5

Your turn!

Crowdsourcing prioritization
approaches & response tips
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Smarter together:
Crowd sourcing prioritization and response tips
1. Break into groups
2. Share your experience
• Each person take 1-2 minutes to share
• Which if any rater/rankers you actively respond to (seek to do well on)

• Top rater/ranker pain points
• Tips or lessons learned for prioritizing raters/rankers and/or responding effectively

3. Report out
• Each group gets 1 minute to report out top ideas on prioritization and/or responding effectively

PART 5 — ADDITIONAL PRIORITIZATION APPROACHES & RESPONSE TIPS
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Part 6

Keep the discussion
going…
Alison Dimond
Senior Consultant
BuzzWord
alison@gobuzzword.com

Q&A

Greenbiz
Rate the Raters: Which Ratings Do
Companies and Investors Find Most
Credible and Why?
Wednesday 8:30

Eric Fernald
Director of Issuer Relations
Sustainalytics

SustainAbility Rate the Raters
Report part 1
https://sustainability.com/ourwork/reports/rate-raters-2019/

Kristina Kloberdanz
Chief Sustainability Officer
Mastercard
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